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a b s t r a c t 

This work addresses the problem of efficient distributed detection of predicates capturing the motion 

trends of mobile objects evaluated with respect to a (boundary of a) polygonal region, in the settings in 

which the (location, time) data is obtained via tracking in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). Specifically, 

we discuss in-network distributed algorithms for detecting two motion-trend predicates: Continuously 

Moving Towards and Persistently Moving Towards : first for a single object, and then the corresponding 

variants for multiple objects. We also present methodologies which consider the energy vs. latency trade- 

offs when multiple tracked objects are being considered for validating the monitored predicates. Our 

experiments demonstrate that our proposed technique yield substantial energy savings when compared 

to the naïve centralized and cluster-based approaches in which the raw (location, time) data is transmitted 

to a dedicated sink where the predicates are being evaluated. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) consist of hundreds or even

thousands of nodes, each equipped with devices for sensing the

values of a particular physical phenomenon (e.g., temperature, hu-

midity, vibration, etc.) and capable of performing basic computa-

tions. More importantly, nodes are also enabled with transmitters

and receivers, which enables them to self-organize into a wire-

less network and communicate observations from different parts

of the network to each other. These features have rendered WSNs

an important tool in a wide range of applications, including traf-

fic management, environmental safety, hazard detection, wildlife

tracking, infrastructure maintenance, and health care (see, e.g.,

[25,32,50,59] ). 

A canonical research problem in WSN settings is the one

of tracking mobile objects. Various facets of the problem have

been investigated: from the tradeoff between energy consump-

tion and the accuracy of the tracking process, to routing pro-

tocols for conveying location-in-time information to a given

sink [12,16,29,46,57] . Typically, the location of a given object is
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etermined by some form of collaborative trilateration among the

racking sensors equipped with different distance-estimation de-

ices (e.g., vibrations, signal-strength, etc.). Detecting the sequence

f such locations generates information about the trajectory of the

oving object, which is a sequence of points ( L 1 , t 1 ), (L 2 , t 2 ) , . . . ,

 L k , t k ) where: 

• L i denotes the (detected) location of the tracked object, in some

reference coordinate system, at time t i , and 

• ( ∀ i , j ) ( i < j ) ⇒ ( t i < t j ). 

Since each packet transmitted flow from sensor nodes to the

ink depletes the energy of the nodes participating in the commu-

ication and network lifetime, purposeful coupling of sensing and

ransmission becomes an alternative techniques. In this work, we

ocus on the problem of efficient detection of certain trends related

o the motion of the tracked object(s) relative to a region of inter-

st inside the geographic area covered by the WSN nodes. Such

redicates arise naturally in various WSN applications: in habitat

onitoring scenarios, one may be interested in detecting that cer-

ain types of animals are approaching the region of a pond or a

iver; in security-related scenarios, one may be interested in de-

ecting when an object is approaching the perimeter of a particu-

ar building; in traffic management, we may want to detect when a

ertain number of vehicles is approaching an area of interest (e.g.,

oncert, demonstrations, congested road-segments, etc...). 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2016.08.012
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Fig. 1.1. Examples of motion-trend predicates in WSN: Starting with location L 3 , the trajectory of object O 1 consisting of the sequence L 3 , L 4 , and L 5 , exhibits a trend of 

continuously moving towards the Region . The trajectory of object O 2 does not have the property of “continuity”, however, it is persistent in approaching the Region . 
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Specifically, we focus on the efficient detection of predicates de-

cribing whether a given object is moving towards a given region

ith a polygonal boundary. A motivational scenario illustrating the

wo different kinds of moving towards trends, is shown in Fig. 1.1 . 

If one is to use a naïve approach when detecting certain prop-

rties about an object’s trajectory, the individual (location, time)

ata is transmitted from one of the sensors performing the col-

aborative trilateration – denoted as the tracking principal [22] – to

he sink. However, this approach can incur a lot of unnecessary

ommunication overhead. For typical sensor nodes, the commu-

ication, be it a transmission or active listening/reception, drains

ubstantially more energy—up to three orders of magnitude—than

he processes of sensing and local-computations [2] . Given that the

atteries on many types of sensors are non-renewable, especially

hen deployed in inaccessible terrains, avoiding unnecessary com-

unication is paramount. Let us consider the example of Fig. 1.1 ,

here we are interested in detecting whether the object O 1 has

een Continuously Moving Towards the region R for a period of at

east 3 consecutive samples. The centralized approach would have

ach of the tracking principals transmit towards the sink messages

ith the detected location and time-stamp for the object. In ad-

ition to the “regular” communication overheads of this approach

f transmitting each individual location to the sink, there is an

dded contextual waste. In particular, the sequence of points ( L 3 ,

 3 )... ( L 5 , t 5 ) will be transmitted to the sink, whereas by perform-

ng in-network aggregation it suffices for sensor S 5 to notify the

ink that the tracked object satisfies the predicate. In a way, we

ouple the problem of object-tracking with the one of tracking the

redicate of interest. On a closer look we also find another type of

verhead due to the fact that naïve approach is history oblivious.

amely, the messages pertinent to the portion of the trajectory ( L 1 ,

 1 ) and ( L 2 , t 2 ) are also transmitted when we could detect locally

hat they do not satisfy the predicate. 

The objective of this work is to provide light-weight distributed

rotocols and algorithms that enable in-network detection of two

uch predicates: Continuously Moving Towards (CMT) and Persis-

ently Moving Towards (PMT) . We re-iterate the subtle difference

etween these two predicates, illustrated by the trajectories in

ig. 1.1 : although it O2 does not quite move as continuously towards

he region as O 2, there is some persistency in its motion. Namely,
espite the deviations in the sense of moving away from the re-

ion, over 50% of the time throughout its motion, O 2 does “turn-

owards” the region. 

Many applications (e.g., traffic management [41] ) require detec-

ion of motion trends exhibited simultaneously by multiple objects.

owards that, one may rely on evaluating a Boolean combination

f the individual in-network detected predicates based on the re-

pective notifications transmitted to the dedicated sink. However,

e postulate that further benefits are possible if the notifications

bout detecting the trends for individual objects are managed in

 distributed and aggregated manner. Towards this, we formal-

ze additional variants of motion-trends predicates – CMT mult and

MT mult – and we present efficient approaches for their distributed

rocessing. First, we provide a baseline approach that is a hierar-

hical routing method with static clustering to compare our pro-

osed scheme that is a dynamic data-centric routing algorithm [1] ;

oth methods incorporate delay-sensitive aggregation criteria. 

The main contributions of this work can be summarized as fol-

ows: 

• We present distributed protocols and algorithms for efficient in-

network detection of predicates capturing spatio-temporal mo-

tion trends relative to a spatial region of interest. We also in-

vestigate the impact of two different consumption policies for

processing “primitive” (i.e., individual) events corresponding to 

a single (location,time) samples. 

• We present efficient in-network solution for detection of the

multi-objects variant of the predicates being satisfied within

a given time-interval of interest, and propose their in-network

detection via coupling notifications’ routing and aggregation. 

• We conduct experiments that provide a quantitative measure of

the benefits of our proposed approach. We also experimentally

analyze the energy vs. latency trade-off when detecting CMT mult 

and PMT mult variants for multiple objects via static clustering

and data-centric routing trees. 

A preliminary version of this paper [52] introduced distributed

lgorithms for detecting the Continuously Moving Towards (CMT)

redicate, while a centralized solution was proposed in [53] .

his paper extends of the results in [52] by: (1) introducing the
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Persistently Moving Towards (PMT) variant of the problem; (2) in-

troducing the multi-object variants of the respective predicates; (3)

providing experimental evaluations. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives

an overview of the background material, which is subsequently

used in Section 3 , where we present our main results on CMT and

PMT predicates for the case of tracking a single object. Variations

of the predicates to detect motion-trends for multiple objects are

discussed in Section 4 . Experimental observations are presented in

Section 5 and a comparison with the relevant literature is given in

Section 6 . Section 7 summarizes the contributions of the paper and

outlines directions for future work. 

2. Preliminaries 

We assume that a WSN consists of N nodes, SN =
{ sn 1 , sn 2 , . . . , sn N } , where each node is capable of detecting

the presence of an object within its range of sensing, e.g., based

on strength of a vibration or acoustic signals, or other distance-

estimation technique [26] . 

Each node is assumed to be aware of its location, sn k = (x k , y k ) ,

either via a GPS or by using some other techniques e.g., collab-

orative multilateration [42,61] ; and is also assumed to know the

locations of all of its one-hop neighbors (i.e., the nodes directly

within its communication range). We assume that the nodes are

static and that the network is dense enough to ensure coverage for

the purpose of detecting object’s presence at any location. More-

over, we also assume that the density and the coverage ensure suf-

ficient amount of nodes for both collaborative trilateration as well

as a selection of a neighbor(s) to whom the task of tracking can be

handed-off [29,36,37,46,57] . Lastly, we assume that between two

consecutive location detections, the tracked objects move along

straight line and with a constant speed. Hence, the location at any

time instant in-between samplings can be obtained via linear in-

terpolation. 

Throughout this paper (and in our implementation) we do

not consider issues related to sleeping-schedules of the individual

nodes (cf. [17,49] ) or the epoch-based synchronization and selec-

tion of tracking principals [22] . The principal election algorithm

is essentially a distributed scheme that predicts the objects’ fu-

ture movement, and depending on the sparsity of the network,

keeps the subset of nodes awake in order to ensure coverage of

the tracked objects’ locations. The principal coordinates the trilat-

eration process and we assume that it is the sensor node closest to

the sink (in terms of the Euclidian distance) among the nodes that

can participate in the trilateration. Note that a given sensor node

may be a tracking principal for more than one location-sampling

instance. 

Hierarchical routing is one of the approaches frequently used

for data gathering/dissemination in WSN [1] . One particular type of

hierarchical routing scheme is based on forming clusters and elect-

ing a designated cluster head that aggregates the data on behalf

of the cluster ( [24,27] ). Even though some approaches may change

cluster heads over time to extend the network lifetime, clusters re-

main static [56] . 

Given a set of points P = { p 1 , p 2 . . . , p M 

}, their Voronoi dia-

gram [5] is a planar subdivision (faces, edges and vertices) induced

by the points in P with the following properties: 

• Each face (Voronoi cell) contains one point p i ∈ P in its interior

and, for all the other points p j � = p i of P and every point q in

the interior of the face, we have dist (q, p j ) > dist (q, p i ) , where

dist(., .) denotes the Euclidian distance between the two points.

• Each edge (Voronoi edge) corresponds to a bisector between

two points, p k and p l , of P . 
Voronoi diagrams are one of the most extensively studied struc-

ures in Computational Geometry [7] , and algorithms for their con-

truction in WSNs have also been proposed [6,43] . Among the ex-

ensions from the original definition (pertaining to a discrete set of

oints) are the variants for non-discrete sets of points (e.g., line-

egments and polygons) [7] and throughout this work we will uti-

ize the concept of Voronoi diagrams for the exterior of convex

olygons. 

As illustrated in Fig. 3.1 , the edges of the Voronoi diagram of

 given region R bounded by a convex polygon are defined by the

ays originating at the vertices of the polygon and emanating per-

endicularly to the incident edges. There are two basic types of

oronoi cells: 

• Edge cell: the set of points in the plane for which the closest

points on the boundary of R are along a given edge (bounded

by parallel half-lines); and 

• Vertex cell: the set of points in the plane for which the closest

point on the boundary of R is one of its vertices (i.e., points

within a wedge originating at a vertex); 

For a given edge A i −1 A i from R ’s boundary, let VCell( A i −1 A i )

enote its Voronoi cell with respect to R . Also, let Edge(A i ,

Cell( A i −1 A i )) denote the edge (i.e., the perpendicular half-line to

 i −1 A i ) of the VCell( A i −1 A i ) originating at A i , and let Edge( A i −1 ,

Cell( A i −1 A i )) denote the one originating at A i −1 . The Voronoi cell

elonging to a given vertex A i is denoted by VCell(A i ) and its

oundary edges will coincide with the ones corresponding to the

oundary edges of the Voronoi cells belonging to the two adjacent

dges to A i (i.e., the cells of A i −1 A i and A i A i +1 . 

. Trends detection algorithms 

We now present our techniques for efficient in-network detec-

ion of the occurrence of the two motion-trend predicates: Con-

inuously Moving Towards and Persistently Moving Towards . Before

roceeding with the algorithmic details, we address two relevant

ssues: 

1. propagation of the request from the sink node to the rest of the

nodes of the network and the creation of the Voronoi diagram

of the region of interest; and 

2. consumption policies regarding the past locations detected

along the tracking process. 

.1. Disseminating the request and events consumption 

Recall that a dedicated sink node sn k is serving as a gateway

o the other application-contexts, for which it needs to raise a no-

ification about detecting the occurrence of the desired predicate.

owever, at the initial phase of the application sn k has to inform

he rest of the nodes in the WSN about all the details of a par-

icular request. Throughout this work, we consider them to consist

f: 

• Sink’s own location and node ID. 

• Description of the region of interest R , e.g., specified as the se-

quence of its vertices in counter-clockwise order. 

• The begin-time and the end-time during which the detection of

the predicates is required (e.g., t b and t e ). 

• The duration of the time interval � as a threshold during which

CMT predicate needs to be detected. In the case of the PMT

predicate, an additional parameter � may be given (0 ≤ � ≤
1) specifying the fraction of � during which the object needs

to move towards R ; 
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Fig. 3.1. Disseminating a request. 
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• The specific variant 1 of the moving towards predicate (i.e., Con-

tinuously or Persistently). 

Thus, the sink will need to send a message containing the tuple

 Sink , R , t b , t e , �, P R ) throughout the network. One obvious way

o do it is via flooding [2] , where every node, upon receiving the

essage, will perform the following tasks: 

1. Forward it to its neighbors that it has not heard from yet (at

the time of receiving the message); 

2. Proceed with detecting which Voronoi cell of R it belongs to.

Towards this, the node needs to find the point on R (along the

edges or in a given vertex) which is geographically closest to its

location. 

The above naïve approach of disseminating requests may incur

 significant overhead in terms of energy consumption and brings

imitations to memory capacity of nodes, since there may be many

redicates being monitored over the course of network lifetime.

o avoid certain communication overheads induced by flooding,

e observe that for the purpose of detecting the corresponding

oronoi cell to which a given sensor node, sn j , belongs to, it need

ot be aware of all the vertices of R . Hence, we propose the fol-

owing three-phase dissemination protocol, illustrated in Fig. 3.1 . 

Phase I (P I): In this phase, instead of starting the flooding pro-

cess, the sink simply sends the packet containing the quintu-

ple ( Sink , R , t b , t e , �, P R ) to the sensor node on the boundary

of R that is closest to it, using Trajectory-Based Forwarding

(TBF) [45] . 

Phase II (P II): In the second phase, the node that received the

request from the sink will forward the request to its neigh-

bors along the boundary of R , each of which will recursively

propagate it in the chosen reference-direction. 

Phase III (P III): The third phase of the dissemination pro-

tocol can actually be pipelined with the second phase. In

this phase, the moment a particular node along the outer-

boundary of R receives the request, it determines the edge
1 One may argue that the predicate in question could be inferred from the cardi- 

ality of the argument’s signature – however, in practice, one would also expect an 

ption to explicitly select the predicate on a particular user interface. 

t

m

(or vertex) of R closest to it—implying the Voronoi cell that

it belongs to. Subsequently, that node will selectively notify

its neighbors in the exterior of R about the edge defining the

boundaries of its Vcell . 

The phases are illustrated in Fig. 3.1 . For instance, during P 1

he sink sends a packet to the sensor node near edge A 1 A 2 which,

n turn, will initiate P II for the nodes along the boundary of P R .

nce those nodes have been notified about the details of a partic-

lar request, each of them will (attempt to) propagate the request

hroughout the corresponding Voronoi cell, following P III . For in-

tance, the sensor node B will send the message ( Sink , A 2 A 3 , t b , t e ,

, P R ) to its neighbors. Note that the sensor nodes that are closest

o a given vertex of R (e.g., node C ∈ VCell (A 3 ) in Fig. 3.1 ) will trans-

it the two edges incident to the vertex to its neighbors in R ’s ex-

erior. Thus, node C will send the message: ( Sink , ( A 2 A 3 , A 3 A 4 ), t b ,

 e , �, P R ) to its neighbors. The reason for this approach is to help

he subsequent nodes in the WSN – in particular, VCell (A 3 ) for the

ode C – which may receive more than one such message, disam-

iguate which VCell they belong to and, of course, which VCell does

 particular location of the tracked object belong to. 

Our proposed three-phase dissemination protocol should yield

ubstantial savings in terms of communication cost when com-

ared to the naïve flooding of the request, given the expensive na-

ure of the flooding. 

There is one more issue that needs to be determined for the

urpose of detecting the occurrence of the predicates: the con-

umption policy of the individual location-samples. To illustrate this

spect, consider a scenario where the CMT predicate has been

etected within five consecutive samples. Clearly, this detection

hould initiate a notification sent to the sink. Now the question

ecomes: should the 6 th location sample be considered as an in-

ication for another notification that the object is moving towards

with respect to the 5 th sample)? Clearly, this is something that

eeds to be decided, as a matter of policy, by the application de-

igners. A detailed discussion of consumption policies for the prim-

tive constituent events upon a detection of a desired composite

vent/predicate is beyond the scope of this work (see [13] ). How-

ver, we note that the algorithms presented in the rest of this sec-

ion will work correctly for both chronicle based consumption (i.e.,

nly the oldest location-sample participating in the detection is

iscarded, the rest are still considered) and cumulative based con-

umption (i.e., the moment the composite predicate is detected, all

he participating location-samples are ignored and the detection

tarts anew). 

.2. Continuously moving towards (CMT) 

When detecting the CMT predicate, the sink will start the three-

hase protocol with the message ( Sink , R , t b , t e , �, CMT ). Upon

ompleting the pre-processing stage, the nodes in the WSN can

egin combining the tracking process with detecting whether the

MT predicate has been satisfied with a particular localization-

nstance. Towards this goal, upon trilateration, the node elected

o be the principal of the tracking process, say, sn TP , will execute

lgorithm 1 ( CMT ). 

The execution of the CMT algorithm amounts to the tracking

rincipal sn TP receiving the accumulated time ( T A ) of the continu-

us motion towards the target R from the previous tracking prin-

ipal 2 up to, and including, the previously-observed location. Sub- 

equently, it calculates the value of variable T CT , which updates T A 
n accordance with the object’s motion along segment L p L c . Should

he combined values exceed the desired threshold �, node sn TP 
2 We re-iterate that a particular sensor node can serve as a tracking principal for 

ore than one localization instance. 
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Algorithm 1 CMT — executed by the tracking principal. 

Input: Request parameters ( Sink , t b , t e , �, R , CMT);accumulator 

structure containing the previously detectedlocation+time (L p , t p ) ; 

accumulated time T A of continuously moving towards R up to 

t p . 

1: Detect the location L c of the tracked object at the cur- 
rent time t c 
// via trilateration with neighboring nodes 

2: T CT = TotalTimeTowards ( (L c , t c ) , (L p , t p ) , R , T A ) 
3: if T CT ≥ � then 

4: notify Sink 
5: Update T A in accordance with the consumption policy 

6: else 

7: L p ← L c ; 
8: t p = t c ; 
9: T A ← T CT ; 

10: end if 
11: Send ( (L p , t p ) , T A ) to the nexttracking principal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Algorithm 2 TotalTimeTowards (TTT) — executed by the tracking 

principal. 

Input: Accumulator structurecontaining the previously detected 

location+time (L p , t p ) ,along with the accumulated time T A of 

continuously movingtowards R up to t p , and the currently detected 

location andtime (L c , t c ) 

1: if L c ∈ VCell ( A i −1 A i ) ( i ∈ { 1 , 2 , . . . , n } ) then 

2: if L p ∈ VCell ( A i −1 A i ) then 

3: if dist( L c , A i −1 A i ) ≥dist( L p , A i −1 A i ) then 

4: // the object is moving away 

5: T T ← 0 ; 

6: else 

7: T T ← T A + (t c − t p ) ; 

8: end if 

9: else 

10: // L c and L p are in different VCells 

11: L I = IntersectPoint( L c L p , Edge (A i , VCell ( A i −1 A i )); 

12: t I = InterpolateTime ( L I , L c L p ); 

13: T ′ 
A 

= TotalTimeTowards ( (L I , t I ) , (L p , t p ) , T A , R ); 

14: T T = TotalTimeTowards ( (L c , t c ) , (L I , t I ) , T 
′ 

A 
, R ); 

15: end if 

16: return T T 
17: else 

18: // L c is inside a VCell of a vertex, say A i 

19: if L p ∈ VCell ( A i ) then 

20: if The point P min of the minimal distance between A i and 

L c L p is inside L c L p then 

21: T T ← 0 ; 

22: // the object switched from MovingTowards 

23: // to MovingAway from R at P min 

24: else if dist( L c , A i ) ≥dist( L p , A i ) then 

25: // the object is still moving away 

26: T T ← 0 ; 

27: else 

28: // the object is strictly moving towards R 

29: T T ← T A + (t c − t p ) ; 

30: end if 

31: else 

32: // L c and L p are in different VCells 

33: L I = IntersectPoint( L c L p , Edge (A i , VCell ( A i −1 A i )); 

34: t I = InterpolateTime ( L I , L c L p ); 

35: T ′ 
A 

= TotalTimeTowards ( (L I , t I ) , (L p , t p ) , T A , R ); 

36: T T = TotalTimeTowards ( (L c , t c ) , (L I , t I ) , T 
′ 

A 
, R ); 

37: end if 

38: return T T 
39: end if 
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will initiate a notification to the Sink along a shortest-path route

in a TBF manner [45] . The moment the notification is sent, the ac-

cumulator variable T A is either set to 0 (cumulative consumption)

or decremented by the duration of the time-interval correspond-

ing to the very first localization that initiated the detection of the

CMT predicate at the current location-sample. We note that any

time the value of T A is updated from 0 to some ε > 0, we need to

retain a queue (FIFO) that will maintain all the values following ε
throughout the rest of the tracking process. 

To calculate value T CT , node s TP executes procedure TotalTimeTo-

wards , which is specified by Algorithm 2 . We illustrate this proce-

dure with the scenario of Fig. 3.2 , which shows a region R bounded

by a pentagon with vertices { A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , A 4 , A 5 }, along with its

Voronoi cells. Assume that the application is interested in detect-

ing whether a given object has been continuously moving towards

R for at least 35 time-units and five location-samples with the re-

spective time-values. 

First, note that Algorithm 2 distinguishes between two main

cases: 

1. The tracked object is inside the Voronoi cell of an edge (han-

dled by lines 1—16) 

2. The tracked object is inside the Voronoi cell of a vertex (han-

dled by lines 17—39) 

The rationale is that if the object’s location falls inside a VCell

of a given edge and the previously sampled location is inside the

same VCell – then the object can either move completely towards

or completely away from the region R , throughout the entire inter-

val of its motion inside that VCell. This is illustrated with locations

( L 1 , 0) and ( L 2 , 20) in Fig. 3.2 . Since dist ( L 2 , A 5 A 1 ) < dist ( L 1 , A 5 A 1 )

and both L 1 and L 2 are in the same VCell ( A 5 A 1 ), the T CT value is

updated to 20. 

If, on the other hand, the tracked object’s current and previous

locations are in VCell (A i ) belonging to vertex A i of the polygonal

boundary of R , then we have an additional case to consider (cf.

line 20 of Algorithm 2 ): namely, if the perpendicular from A i to

the line defined by L c and L p falls inside the line-segment L c L p ,

we know that at the terminus of the perpendicular, the motion

plan of the tracked object has changed from MovingTowards (i.e.,

the distance to R begins to increase). This is illustrated with the

portion L i L 3 of the segment L 2 L 3 in Fig. 3.2 . Both L ′ 
2 

and L 3 are in

VCell ( A 5 ) and, initially, the object is moving closer towards R , i.e.,

its distance to A 5 is decreasing. However, at point L ′ 
2 
, which is the

terminus of the perpendicular line from A to L , L , the distance
5 i 3 
as reached its minimum at begins to grow. Hence, at ( L 3 , 40) the

ime of moving towards R is set to T CT = 0 . 

Finally, we note that in both main cases – the current location-

ample being within a Voronoi cell of an edge or a vertex –

lgorithm 2 makes recursive calls when the previous and the cur-

ent location-samples belong to different Voronoi cells. This sce-

ario applies to both sampling ( L 3 , 40) and ( L 5 , 80) in Fig. 3.2 .

pecifically, when calculating the value of T CT at ( L 3 , 40), firstly

he location of L i – intersection of L 2 L 3 and Edge(A 5 , VCell( A 5 A 1 )) is

ound and the expected time at that location (26.6 time-units) is

alculated via linear interpolation. Subsequently, we have two re-

ursive calls (lines 13—14 and 35—36 in Algorithm 2 ), each calcu-

ating the respective time spend moving towards R along the seg-

ents L 2 L i and L i L 3 . 

Since each recursive call decreases the total length of the seg-

ent used, Algorithm 2 is guaranteed to terminate. As for its com-
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Fig. 3.2. Detecting Continuously Moving Towards. 
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Algorithm 3 PMT – executed by the tracking principal. 

Input: Request parameters ( Sink, t b , t e , �, �, R , PMT) 

Accumulator List structure containing a sequence ofpreviously- 

detected location+time pairs (L p1 , t p1 ) , . . . , (L pk , t pk ) along with 

the accumulated time T A of persistently moving towards R up to t pk 

1: Detect the location L c of the tracked object at the current time 

t c 
// via trilateration with neighboring nodes 

2: T PT = PartialTimeTowards ( (L c , t c ) , (L pk , t pk ) , R , T A ); 

3: if T PT ≥ � · � then 

4: notify the Sink 

5: Update the Accumulator List structure in accordance with 

consumption policy 

6: else 

7: L p(k +1) ← L c ; 

8: t p(k +1) = t c ; 

9: T A ← T PT + T A 
10: j = 1 

11: while ( t p(k +1) − t pj ) > � do 

12: Remove (L pj , t pj ) from the Accumulator List 

13: Decrement T A by the time that the object spentmoving to- 

wards R during the time-interval [ t pj , t p( j+1) ] 

14: end while 

15: end if 

16: Send Accumulator List structure and T A to thenext tracking 

principal; 
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lexity, note that, in the worst case (e.g., a fast-moving object cou-

led with a small convex polygon with n vertices), a given line seg-

ent intersects the edges of O ( n ) Voronoi cells. This is the bound

n the number of the recursive calls, each of them taking a con-

tant amount of time to complete within a single cell. Hence, the

unning time of Algorithm 2 is O ( n ), which is also an upper bound

n the number of messages that the current principal may need to

xchange in order to determine all the actual cells that participate

n the CMT predicate satisfaction. Assuming that the localization

tep is performed regularly in intervals of δs , the running time of

lgorithm 1 is O (� (t e − t b ) /δs � n ) . 

.3. Persistently moving towards (PMT) 

The crucial feature separating the PMT predicate from the CMT

ne is that the change of the tracked object’s motion in a man-

er that will cause it to move away from the region R need not

nstantly invalidate the PMT predicate. This, in turn, demands cor-

esponding modifications in the corresponding processing algo-

ithm(s). The pseudo-code of the main algorithm executed by a

articular tracking principal processing the PMT predicate is shown

n Algorithm 3 . 

Algorithm 3 maintains a sequence of the points corresponding

o locations detected at consecutive time-instants, in addition to

he time-accumulator variable. The reason for maintaining the se-

uence of past points is due to the possibility that within a given

ime-interval �, the object has not exceeded the threshold of per-

istently moving towards R for � · � time. Hence, the algorithm

ill have to “slide” the �-window and incorporate the subsequent

ocation samples, however, to maintain its temporal size, some of

he older data will need to be discarded (cf. the while –loop in lines

1—14). 

We note that the variable T PT in line 2 of Algorithm 3 has a very

imilar meaning to the variable T CT (cf. line 2.) from Algorithm 1 –

o update the time-accumulator by incorporating the impact of

he currently sampled location with respect to the previous one.

he function used to calculate that effect – PartialTimeTowards ,

s also very similar to its “counterpart” – TotalTimeTowards from

lgorithm 1 , with one subtle difference. Namely, if the current lo-

ation falls inside the wedge corresponding to the Voronoi cell of a
iven vertex ( VCell ( A i )), then the shift from moving towards trend

nto moving away, does not annul the time-accumulator (cf. lines

0—23 of Algorithm 2 ). Instead, Algorithm 4 will use linear inter-

olation to determine how long of the motion between the previ-

us and current location was spent moving towards R and add it to

he time-accumulator variable. This is reflected in the lines 18–22

n the pseudo-code of Algorithm 4 . 

The complexity of the running time of Algorithm 4 is bounded

y O ( n ), where n is the number of vertices of the polygon bound-

ng the region R . Although the complexity of the Algorithm 4 is the

ame as the complexity of the Algorithm 2 , there is an extra over-

ead in the running time of Algorithm 3 when compared to the

ne of Algorithm 1 . Namely, at the end of its execution, the track-

ng principal is supposed to transmit the entire sequence of points

o the next tracking principal. Hence, assuming once again that the

ampling occurs in intervals of δs , the upper bound on the running

ime of the Algorithm 3 is O (� (t e − t b ) /δs �� �/δs � n ) . 

.4. Global observations 

We conclude this section with a few summary observations re-

arding the properties of the predicates whose algorithmic solu-

ions we presented. 

The first observation is illustrated in Fig. 3.3 , in which the

eft portion (Fig. 3(a)) shows that there are three categories of

rends of the moving objects with respect to the given region:

ome that move continuously towards, some that move contin-

ously away; and a group of objects which does neither (called

lurkers”). Similar categorization is shown in Fig. 3(b) with respect

o the persistency-variant. The main observation is that we can: 

• Reuse the query dissemination protocol with all its phases (cf.

Section 3.1 ) of constructing the boundary and the respective re-

gions of the Voronoi cells 

• Algorithms 1 and 3 almost-verbatim to detect when a particu-

lar object is Continuously Moving Away , instead of towards. The
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Algorithm 4 PartialTimeTowards (PTT) – executed by the tracking 

principal. 

Input: Accumulator List structure containing a sequence ofpre- 

viously detected location+time pairs (L p1 , t p1 ) , . . . , (L pk , t pk ) along 

with the accumulated time T A ofpersistently moving towards R up 

to t pk ; location and timeof the current sample ( L c , t c ) 

1: if L c ∈ VCell ( A i −1 A i ) ( i ∈ { 1 , 2 , . . . , n } ) then 

2: if L p ∈ VCell ( A i −1 A i ) then 

3: if dist( L c , A i −1 A i ) ≥dist( L p , A i −1 A i ) then 

4: // the object is moving away 

5: T T ← 0 ; 
6: else 

7: T T ← T A + (t c − t p ) ; 
8: end if 
9: else 

10: // L c and L p are in different VCells 

11: L I = IntersectPoint ( L c L p , Edge (A i , VCell ( A i −1 A i ))); 

12: t I = InterpolateTime ( L I , L c L p ); 
13: T ′ A = TotalTimeTowards ( (L I , t I ) , (L p , t p ) , T A , R ); 
14: T T = TotalTimeTowards ( (L c , t c ) , (L I , t I ) , T ′ A , R ); 
15: end if 
16: return T T 
17: else 

18: // L c is inside a VCell of a vertex, say A i 

19: if L p ∈ VCell ( A i ) then 

20: if The point P min of the minimal distance between A i 

and L c L pk is inside L c L pk then 

21: t p−min = InterpolateTime ( P min , L c L pk ); 
22: T T ← (t p−min − t pk ) ; 
23: / ∗ incorporate the time-interval corresponding to 

the portion of thesegment L c L pk during which 

theobject was still moving towards R (i.e., before 
itbegan to move away) ∗/ 

24: end if 
25: else 

26: // L c and L p are in different VCells 

27: L I = IntersectPoint( L c L p , Edge (A i , VCell ( A i −1 A i )); 

28: t I = InterpolateTime ( L I , L c L p ); 
29: T ′ A = PartialTimeTowards ( (L I , t I ) , (L p , t p ) , T A , R ); 
30: T T = PartialTimeTowards ( (L c , t c ) , (L I , t I ) , T ′ A , R ); 
31: end if 
32: return T T 
33: end if 
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main difference would be when comparing the relative posi-

tioning of two consecutive locations with respect to the region

of interest, R . 

The second observation, in a sense, pertains to the “subsum-

tion” between the predicates that we introduced. Let CMT( t b , t e ,

�, R ) and PMT( t b , t e , �, �, R ) denote the corresponding predi-

cates for Continuously Moving Towards and Persistently Moving To-

wards , where all the values in the respective argument-signatures

are the same (i.e., same intervals of interest [ t b , t e ]; same duration

of the continuity/persistency �; and same region R ). Similarly, let

CMA( t b , t e , �, R ) and PMA( t b , t e , �, �, R ) denote the respective

predicates for the Moving Away case. We have the following rela-

tionships: 

(∀ t , t e , �, R ) CMT (t , t e , �, R ) ⇒ PMT (t , t e , �, �, R ) 
b b b 
(∀ t b , t e , �, R ) CMA (t b , t e , �, R ) ⇒ PMA (t b , t e , �, �, R ) 

The proof(s) is a straightforward consequence of the definitions

f the respective predicates. Namely, the additional parameter of

MT (resp. PMA ) predicate – � – is restricted to values between 0

nd 1, indicating a fraction of �. Thus, one can trivially add a “vir-

ual �” with a fixed value of 1 in the CMT (resp. CMA ) predicate. 

. Trends detection for multiple objects 

We now present the extensions to the approaches for motion

rends detection, in order to handle settings involving multiple ob-

ects. More specifically, we focus on the cases in which a given sink

ay be interested in detecting whether a certain number of mo-

ile objects, κ , have been Continuously Moving Towards a region R

retaining the other parameters – i.e., for a period � within the

ime-interval [ t b , t e ]). To separate these predicates from the ones

sed when detecting the validity of motion trends pertaining to

 single object, we use CMT mult and PMT mult to denote the corre-

ponding variants of the predicate focusing on multiple objects. 

Before proceeding with the details of the detection methodol-

gy, we identify certain issues which arise naturally in scenarios

nvolving multiple objects tracking. Namely, we note that accu-

ately maintaining the identities of individual objects when multi-

le objects are being tracked is computationally intensive, as iden-

ified in the literature (cf. [14] ) – except for certain results focusing

n counting the number of objects [20] . In the sequel, we assume

hat the nodes are equipped with multiple sensors and able to per-

orm location estimation via sensor fusion, similar in spirit to the

4] , and we capitalize on the same principal election algorithm for

racking a particular object mentioned in the previous section. 

Our main idea behind flow-like predicates pertaining to multi-

le objects’motion trends is to improve the utilization of the net-

ork resources, while balancing the latency of the detection – via

n-network aggregation. More specifically, we observe that for rea-

onably large values of the total number of objects of interest for a

iven predicate, it is very unlikely that a particular sensor – be it

 simple presence/proximity detecting one or a tracking principal

is the one to detect all κ of them and be able to directly notify

he sink. This observation, in turn, implies that with a brute-force

pproach, one would have to wait for the sink to gather all the

ndividual detections of the instances of single CMT or PMT pred-

cates and count their total in order to detect the occurrence of

MT mult and PMT mult . To do so, every detection of an individual

ensor would need to initiate a route toward the sink (e.g., in a

BF-like manner [45] , using shortest path) as in Section 3 . How-

ver, (re)transmitting those individual detections via multiple hops

ay put a heavier burden than necessary on the energy expendi-

ures – even more so due to reusing some nodes as intermediate

ops for multiple routes. Thus, a multi-layer efficient architecture

hat enables data aggregation is eminent. 

Given the asynchronous nature of predicates, it is unlikely that

ll the individual notifications can arrive simultaneously at the sink

or, for that matter, that the sink can handle simultaneous trans-

issions regarding multiple notifications about CMT and/or PMT

etections by different tracking principals. Hence, the sink needs to

stablish some time-window γ , during which the aggregation can

e considered valid. 

The crux of our proposed aggregation method is that it may

e the case that more than one notifications will be using same

portions of a particular) route. For this case, the objective is to

tilize some form of data reduction through aggregation, whenever

ossible, thereby eliminating multiple messages to be aggregated

xclusively at the sink. 

Before we explore in detail the different ways of merging indi-

idual CMT and/or PMT notifications, we note that merger node
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Fig. 3.3. Inverse-motion predicates. 
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Fig. 4.1. Clusters and CHT. Label “CH” denotes a cluster head. 
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aggregator) accumulates the numerical values corresponding to

he number of objects satisfying moving towards predicates ( κ i )

oming from multiple sources. Subsequently, it may adjust the

alue of �i κ i in the case that chronicle consumption context is

sed for the primitive (location, time) events (cf. Section 3.1 ) and

he delay-tolerance is large enough to enable double-counting of

he same object. 

In the rest of this section, we separately discuss two approaches

or aggregating the individual detections of the CMT and PMT pred-

cates: static cluster-based approach as a baseline and data-centric

outing with a Bayesian model where detections related to individ-

al objects are merged along the process of their propagation to-

ards the sink. These two approaches illustrate the impact of the

wo complementary facets of a trade-off between overall energy

avings vs. latency (i.e., “freshness” of the data at the sink) with re-

ards to number of objects. Experiments prove that our proposed

pproach beats the baseline in terms of latency and communica-

ion expenditure as the number of objects in the field is greater

han 10. 

.1. Baseline – static clusters 

Motivated by [24,27] , we form clusters based on the geographic

rea of interest. Namely, we partition the region by means of a n

n grid such that the nodes inside each cell correspond to one

luster. 

Every cluster has an associated cluster head, and the cluster

eads form a routing tree among themselves, which we call clus-

er heads tree ( CHT ). The root of CHT is the cluster head that is

losest to the sink. This tree is formed (statically) as part of the

wake-up” protocol of the WSN, as soon as the nodes are deployed

nd become operational. The protocol for routing messages within

he WSN from any source towards the sink is relatively straightfor-

ard: 

1. The source nodes in a cluster send data to their cluster head. 

2. Each cluster head sends a message to its parent in CHT . 

3. The previous step is repeated until the root of CHT is reached. 

4. The root of CHT sends a message to sink. 

Although partitioning the whole area of interest into clusters

s independent of the sink location, the formation of the CHT de-

ends on the sink location. Upon completion of the geographic

artitioning, every node knows its corresponding cluster head, i.e.,

ts parent in the routing hierarchy. Queries are disseminated from

he sink to all nodes through the network containing all the pa-

ameters for the single-object scenario (i.e., t , t e , R and �)– for
b 
oth moving towards and away predicates. However, the cluster

eads retain additional parameters such as k and p . In addition to

hose, cluster heads have aggregation parameter which governs the

freshness” limit γ . 

As soon as a given cluster head receives the query parameters

say for CMT mult ) ( R , k , p , �, t b , t e ), and γ , it determines its role

n terms of the CHT and then starts acting accordingly in terms of

ggregation and transmission of the aggregated data. We note that

 particular cluster head may still serve as a tracking principal for

etecting occurrence of CMT and/or PMT predicates pertaining to

ifferent objects. 

An example of the CHT -based routing scheme is illustrated in

ig. 4.1 . The location of the sink at the east portion of the moni-

ored geographic area determines the root of CHT, and the routing

ree setup is illustrated by the arrowed edges. We note that the

luster heads may also change over time (cf. [27] ), however, the

etailed analysis of such impacts is beyond the scope of this pa-

er. 

We reiterate that each individual tracking principal will ap-

ly the algorithm for detecting CMT or PMT predicate, meanwhile,

hey will also detect the reverse of queried CMT s or PMT s–which
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Fig. 4.2. Routing Tree. 
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Fig. 4.3. Dynamic aggregation of Predicates’ Detection. 
is moving away. However, instead of routing the data towards

the sink, it will send the data to its cluster head for the grid-

cell/cluster that where it is located. 

A cluster head node, in turn, is in charge of data aggregation

in a manner that could cater to the objective of detecting respec-

tive CMT mult or PMT mult , hence reducing the data to be transmitted

towards the sink. CHT simply gathers all the instances of the predi-

cates’occurrences (as well as the instances of reverse occurrence of

objects) from the children, and calculates whether the desired p %

threshold has been reached while number of objects are greater

than κ . 

In addition to the sheer routing information regarding the CHT ,

every cluster head receives an afore-mentioned additional parame-

ter which sets the freshness of the data at a given level of the CHT ,

relative to the freshness tolerance parameter γ of the sink. With-

out the γ parameter, messages can be buffered in the network for

an extended period time and achieve higher energy savings ob-

viously. However, this may render the notifications useless in the

context of event-driven paradigm. The messages pertaining to de-

tections of CMT and/or PMT predicates are asynchronous in nature,

since they depend on the motion of individual objects that are be-

ing tracked. Hence, upon receiving an initial notification from one

of its children (tracking principals) a given cluster, similarly to the

sink, waits for a while for other children or tracking principals to

send data that could possibly be merged in a single message to-

wards the sink. Given the value of parameter γ for the total delay

acceptable in the sink, the wait time on each level of the CHT is

progressively smaller. 

To achieve upper-bounded delay, we set the buffering time at

each consecutive level below the root to be decreased as a geomet-

ric progression with a common ratio 1/2. Since lim 

∑ ∞ 

i =1 
γ

2 i 
= γ ,

this ensures that the delay at the sink will be within the bound

γ . An illustration is provided in Fig. 4.2 . 

The manner in which a given cluster head aggregates the data

coming from its children – be it internal nodes of CHT (i.e., lower-

level cluster heads) or tracking principals – is to simply compose

one larger message consisting of all the notifications regarding in-

dividual CMT or PMT detections. Clearly, if a particular CH does not

receive any messages, it does not trigger any action, and its parent

in the routing structure will be aware of that simply by the expira-

tion of the time-limit without having received a message. One may

observe that a situation like this may occur when a given CH mal-

functions or dies – however, for that we assume separate messages
hat check the availability/liveness, which is outside the scope of

his work but has been addressed in WSN context [51] . 

This approach is formalized in Algorithm 5 , where PCH repre-

lgorithm 5 Data aggregation. 

equire: γi , Parent CH 

nsure: Successful aggregation 

1: if Receive a message then 

2: while Time-waited < γi do 

3: if Receive another message then 

4: Merge notifications per queried CMT mult or PMT mult 

5: end if 

6: end while 

7: Send merged data to Parent CH 

8: end if 

ents the parent cluster head in the routing hierarchy and γ i rep-

esents the total wait time at the i -th level ( γi = γ / 2 i ). 

Lastly, standard deviation in the energy levels across the net-

ork will be high for a protocol with static clusters, since cluster

eads tend to have more communication/computation duties. To

lleviate this effect, rotating cluster heads or dynamically chang-

ng clusters have been proposed [27] at the cost of reconfiguration

verhead. For our experiments, we give the baseline advantage by

eeping them as static clusters. 

.2. Dynamic (data-centric) routing infrastructure 

Even though the baseline offers benefits for reducing communi-

ation cost (consequently, energy consumption) due to aggregating

ata in cluster heads, they incur another kind of overhead – the

elay . Since some applications may need to receive as prompt no-

ifications as possible, the delay introduced by static routing hin-

ers the whole system performance. To address this, we capitalize

n another routing scheme that will still perform forms of aggre-

ation but will decrease the time delay of notifications to the sink.

We note that any type of aggregation in WSN will incur some

elay since > 1 nodes will have to convey information to the ag-

regator node. What we are trying to achieve with our variation of

ata-centric routing, i.e. aggregating-on-the-fly scheme, is to pro-

ide a light-weight distributed protocol that will enable every node

o decide whether it should or should not declare itself as an ag-

regator. The main motivation for this approach is based on the

ollowing observations: 
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Fig. 4.4. Bag of messages. 

Table 4.1 

Prior estimates. 

Y = 0 Y = 1 

0 .2432869 0 .7567131 
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1. Any tracking principal who has detected an occurrence of the

CMT and/or PMT (or their reverse) would initiate a multi-hop

transmission towards the sink; 

2. Having multiple objects the motions of which are tracked, it

may be the case that more than one routes from different prin-

cipals may merge in some nodes along the respective shortest

paths towards the sink; 

The observations are illustrated in Fig. 4.3 which shows a de-

ection of the predicates ( CMT and/or PMT ) for five objects ( O 1 , . . . ,

 5 ) by five distinct sensors ( S 1 , . . . S 5 ). Each sensor will initiate its

wn shortest path based routing towards the sink, notifying it of

he detection of the motion trend. The actual routes mapping the

espective shortest path to actual multi-hop routing sequences for

 1 and S 2 do not intersect. However, in the case of detections done

y S 3 and S 4 , they can merge the notifications at S 6 to calculate

artial flow predicate. Furthermore, that partial information can be

ugmented at S 7 which is where the multi-hop route of S 5 is in-

ersecting with the ones of S 3 and S 4 . 

There are many practical application-scenarios where the above

roperties exploited for data-centric routing, for instance, a herd

f animals moving closely to each other. From a complementary

erspective, sometimes the sparsity of the deployment may dictate

hat multiple routes towards the sink need to be merged. 

To take advantage of these observations, we need to establish

he “behavioral policy” of each node in the network, in the sense of

elaying and buffering decisions. In other words, since each node

ay become an aggregator, it needs to adhere to some criterion

egarding how long a particular message related to a notification

an be buffered, waiting to be merged with a message pertaining

o a different instance of the notification. On the other hand, if ev-
Table 4.2 

Likelihoods estimates. 

Number of received messages 

0 1 2 

[ t

Y = 0 0 .4166164053 0 .5331724970 0 .0461399276 

Y = 1 0 .3084157456 0 .5762555749 0 .0970040721 

[ t

Y = 0 0 .4140530760 0 .5389022919 0 .0435765983 

Y = 1 0 .2787473337 0 .6022881520 0 .1004944735 

[ t

Y = 0 0 .4010856454 0 .5550361882 0 .0405609168 

Y = 1 0 .2490304 4 41 0 .6277389955 0 .1041787861 

[ t

Y = 0 0 .353136309 0 .609620024 0 .035132690 

Y = 1 0 .209084739 0 .671272057 0 .100445996 

[ t

Y = 0 - 0 .9330518697 0 .0637816647 

Y = 1 - 0 .8682373473 0 .1118867559 
ry node tries to buffer every message it is relaying, then subset of

ackages will reach the sink with substantial delay. This makes the

uffering decision critical. Although, there are many data-centric

outing schemes, none of them aligns with our problem setup, be-

ause our event sources are asynchronous and semi-consistent in

erms of location. Even source locations has dependency in the

ime domain since one of the objectives of tracking principals is

o minimize the hand-off. 

Towards that, there can be several techniques to determine the

uffering strategy: 

• Buffering every packet. 

• Defining a heuristics to selectively buffering packets. 

• Building a statistical model to predict whether to buffer or not

upon reception of a message. 

We decided to employ a Naïve Bayes classifier on the nodes to

odel buffering decision problem, because it can adapt to different

cenarios, computationally inexpensive for the nodes and effective.

aïve Bayes Classifier 

Naïve Bayes classifiers are supervised learning algorithms based

n Bayesian reasoning [44] . The classifier tries to approximate the

unction f : X → Y or P ( Y | X ), where Y is the desired label and X

s (a set of) input random vector(s). Applying Bayes rule on this

unction gives us: 

 (Y = y i | X = x k ) = 

P (x k | y i ) P (y i ) ∑ 

j P (x k | y j ) P (y j ) 

here y i denotes one of the possible outcomes and x k denotes an

rbitrary input vector. In plain terms, estimating the probability of

utput being the class y i is equal to multiplication of the prior

robability of that class, likelihood of observing x k given y i , divided

y the evidence probability, which is the marginal probability of

bserving x k . One way to estimate these probabilities – consecu-

ively the posterior probability of an output class, given evidence –

s to collect training data and use the distribution of the training

ata. 

To estimate likelihood probabilities, the amount of data needed

or training and the amount of storage to hold likelihoods is ex-

onential on the number of features. For example, if our fea-

ure vector consists of n variables, then in order to estimate

 ( X | Y ), we need to store 2 n parameters. Given that wireless sen-

or network nodes have very limited capacity, this approach is
3 4 5 

 5 − t 4 ] 

0 .0037696019 0 .0 0 01507841 0 .0 0 01507841 

0 .0158522397 0 .0019875897 0 .0 0 04847780 

 4 − t 3 ] 

0 .0031664656 0 .0 0 03015682 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 .0159491953 0 .0020360675 0 .0 0 04847780 

 3 − t 2 ] 

0 .0031664656 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 01507841 

0 .0164339732 0 .0021330231 0 .0 0 04847780 

 2 − t 1 ] 

0 .002110977 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 .016579407 0 .002133023 0 .0 0 0484778 

 1 − t 0 ] 

0 .0030156815 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 01507841 

0 .0172580958 0 .0021330231 0 .0 0 04847780 
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not feasible. Therefore, we make the naïve assumption of condi-

tional independence. Given the learning objective P ( Y | X ), where

X = X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n , we assume all X i ’s are independent of each

other given Y as follows: 

P (X | Y = y ) = P (X 1 , X 2 , . . . X n | Y = y ) 

= P (X 1 | y ) P (X 2 | y ) . . . P (X n | y ) 
What the second equation gives is that each sensor now needs to

hold 2 ∗n estimations for the likelihoods. 

Now that we set up estimation mechanism for the components

of the model, the next challenge becomes choosing the right fea-

ture vector X . We explored several avenues for feature selection

and based on the information gain they provided, we decided to

apply, what we call, bag of messages approach. Each node dis-

cretizes the time and keeps track of the messages it received in

each epoch for the past 25 s. Then, based on the history, it cal-

culates P (Y = should buffer | X ) and if the probability is ≥ 0.5 it

buffers the message it received. 

Our feature vector splits the past 25 s into 5-s chunks and holds

a vector for number of message arrivals in each interval. An exam-

ple can be seen in Fig. 4.4 , where t i indicates the timestamp from

now + 5 ∗ i . 5 s is the sampling interval – epoch duration – in our

experimental setups. We defined each feature as categorical vari-

ables taking values between 0 and 5. If number of messages in any

epoch exceeds 5, then it is binned to 5. In other words, if a node

receives 6, 8, or 10 messages in an epoch – however unlikely –, it

treats them as 5 messages. In addition, we explored the direction

of the incoming messages as features. We discretized the space to

slices with 60 ° angles and counted the number of messages com-

ing from each direction as in bag of messages approach, but these

features did not provide enough information gain since messages

follow a greedy shortest path towards the sink and their reception

angles overlap most of the time. 

To train our model, we ran 3 simulations with 10-, 20- and

50-objects settings for data gathering, then estimated model pa-

rameters based on more than 40,0 0 0 data points we collected.

Our model achieved 73.1% accuracy. Learned parameters are on

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 . 

The likelihoods for 0 messages received in the last epoch does

not exist since not having any messages will not initiate the model

because there will be no message to make buffering decision on.
 0
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Fig. 5.1. Continuous vs. p
lso, we do not include evidence probabilities for brevity and

ince 

 P (Y = 1 | X ) > 0 . 5 } = { P (X | Y = 1) P (Y = 1) > P (X | Y = 0) P (0) } . 
.} represents true-false function, where true means should buffer

ecision and false means relay decision. 

Finally, we define the buffering time for intermediate nodes.

n order to ensure responsiveness, we set the buffering time as

 epoch duration plus some ε to account for transmission delay.

hus, the delay is, formally, equal to samplingInterval + pseudoHops

 samplingInterval seconds. 

The samplingInterval variable denotes the value of the current

ampling interval (epoch) of the nodes participating in tracking.

he pseudoHops denotes the hop-distance from a given node to the

ink, and it is approximated by dividing distance between the lo-

ation of that node and location of the sink by the radius of the

ommunication range. Therefore, the aggregator will wait at most

he sampling interval plus some ε = pseudoHops / samplingInter-

al between any two messages. As can be seen, ε decreases as the

ode location gets towards the sink, since it is more important to

ggregate the data in earlier steps of the transmission in order to

chieve higher communication savings. 

. Experimental evaluation 

The experimental observations were generated using SIDnet-

WANS, our open-source simulator for WSN [21] . We considered

 WSN consisting of 750 (varying for multiple object settings)

omogeneous nodes with simulated ranging capabilities that im-

lement the equivalent of an active ultrasonic echo ranging sys-

em, running on a standard MAC802.15.4 link layer protocol. To

lleviate the lack of spatio-temporal dependency among consec-

tive motion-segments present in the random way-point model,

e used trajectories based on the Gauss-Markov Mobility Model

GMMM) [10,39] , which does exhibit spatial and temporal depen-

ency. In the GMMM model, at each time-slot, the speed and di-

ection are computed based on the ones from the previous time-

lot. Throughout our experiments, we used three different cate-

ories of speeds of motion, corresponding to walking, riding a bi-

ycle, and driving a car. Finally, the sensing field size is 1500 m by

500 m. 
 0.8  1  1.2  1.4

me (h)

CMT
PMT-0.6
PMT-0.4

ersistent motions. 
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Fig. 5.2. Bits transmitted for request dissemination. 

Fig. 5.3. Detecting Continuously Moving Towards . 
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We report on two distinct categories of experimental observa-

ions: one pertaining to tracking and detecting the predicates’ oc-

urrences for a single object, and the other pertaining to tracking

nd detecting the predicates’ occurrences for multiple objects. We

ote that, in reality, the quality of links in a WSN may vary and

n order to eliminate any “bias” for one methodology or another

ased merely on the network status, we report as the relative mea-

ure the total number of message-hops when comparing different

pproaches. Besides, we eliminate communication expenses related

o overhead incurred by tracking principal algorithm to ensure fair-

ess. Also, message queue for cluster heads are set to 25 to emu-

ate message congestion. Therefore, when message queue is full, a

etry is issued by the sender. 

.1. Single-object tracking 

The first group of experiments aims at providing quantitative

bservations as to why we introduced the two variants, CMT and

MT . Namely, in security-related scenarios, an attacker may peri-

dically change the direction of motion, while still maintaining a

evel of “persistency” towards a particular region. By varying the

arameter �, the system can detect different numbers of occur-
ences of the predicate capturing the motion trend. Fig. 5.1 shows

ow a particular object has more detections of the event of interest

or smaller values of � ( PMT corresponds to � = 0 ) and increasing

t a faster rate over time. We set the total time towards region as

5 s for this set of experiments and sampling interval is 5 s. 

Our next group of experiments aims at illustrating the bene-

ts of our three-phase protocol for disseminating the requests via

elective flooding. As shown in Fig. 5.2 , the total number of bits

ransmitted between the pairs of nodes in the network grows lin-

arly with the size (number of vertices) of the polygon bounding

he query region, R . On the other hand, using the proposed selec-

ive flooding—which guarantees that the nodes in the WSN will be

ble to correctly process the request for detecting the CMT or PMT

redicate—the total number of bits transmitted is almost a con-

tant. Both observations are consistent with the intuitive expecta-

ions. 

Our next set of simulations aimed at providing some quan-

itative observations regarding the savings obtained when using

ur Algorithm 1 for processing the CMT predicate, when com-

ared to the centralized approach of transmitting location sam-

lings by tracking principals to the sink, and performing trend

etection on the dataset. The results are illustrated in Fig. 5.3 ,
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Fig. 5.4. Impact of � Persistently Moving Towards . 

Fig. 5.5. Detecting Persistently Moving Towards . 
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which shows averaged observations for sampling intervals of 5

s, 10 s and 30 s; and the criteria of � = 3 · SamplingInterval and

� = 5 · SamplingInterval needed to satisfy the CMT predicate. 

As can be seen, the centralized approach (denoted “BF” in

Fig. 5.3 ) generates much higher volume of messages than the CMT

approach. Note that there are two curves, one for each of the con-

sumption policies (Ch – Chronical, and Cu – Cumulative) corre-

sponding to the in-network CMT processing. As expected, the Ch–

consumption will generate more messages towards the sink, since

it “recycles” all the former (location, time) pairs, except for the

oldest initiator of a detection; whereas the Cu-consumption com-

pletely eliminates the history upon detection of the predicate. 

When it comes to the PMT predicate, recall that there are two

temporal values of interest: (1) the duration of the observational

time-window �; and (2) the fraction � of that time-window, for

which we would like the tracked object to be moving towards the

region R . Fig. 5.4 illustrates the difference in the message traffic

generated by the centralized (BF) approach and our approach for

in-network processing of the PMT predicate, based on Algorithm 3 .
w

The results show three scenarios, each of which has a fixed

alue of the � = 10 min , and � is varied between 40%, 60% and

0%. Firstly, observe that in each case, our approach generates sub-

tantially fewer messages than the BF one. Secondly, the number of

essages decreases when � increases – which is to be expected.

amely, smaller values of � are likely to generate more instances

hat satisfy the PMT predicate. 

Our last set of experiments for this section illustrates the ben-

fits of our Algorithm 3 for processing the PMT predicate when

ompared to the centralized approach, over time. Specifically, we

how the settings in which the duration of the sliding time-

indow is � = 10 min. Fig. 5.5 depicts the corresponding curves

or the values of � = 0 . 4�, � = 0 . 6� and � = 0 . 8�, along with

he corresponding one for the centralized approach (once again

abelled “BF”). As can be seen, the centralized approach incurs a

ignificant overhead in terms of the messages traffic in the net-

ork, much larger than our algorithms. Once again, as expected,

he smaller values of � enable more frequent satisfiability of the

MT predicate which, in turn, will generate more messages to-

ards the sink. 
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Fig. 5.6. Communication with Cluster Based Routing. 
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Fig. 5.7. Impact of Cluster/Grid Size. 
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.2. Multiple objects 

We now show the evaluation of the benefits and trade-offs of

ur proposed aggregation versus the baseline for routing when de-

ecting the motion trends for multiple objects. The same experi-

ental setup has been used for this section and all objects move

ndependent of each other. 

.2.1. Baseline 

Three different scenarios are applied to quantify the impact of

ggregation in cluster heads of the static clustering scheme. In the

rst experimental setup, naive approach is used where tracking

rincipals update the sink with whereabouts of the object in ev-

ry sampling interval using shortest geographic path routing (SGP,

r TBF) scheme. In the second setup, we applied CMT-Ch (Contin-

ously Moving Towards - Chronical) predicate where each tracking

rincipal was independently using the shortest geographic path al-

orithm to report a detection of the CMT predicate to the sink,

sing the chronical consumption policy. Lastly, we evaluated hi-

rarchical routing scheme with CMT-Ch predicate, with freshness

arameter, γ , of 100 s. For all settings, results show the averaged

alues for sampling intervals of 5 s, 10 s and 30 s, and for the

ettings, in which CMT-Ch is exercised, � = 3 · SamplingInterval pa-

ameter is used to satisfy the predicate. 

The total number of message hops sent for each settings is il-

ustrated in Fig. 5.6 , where CMT-SPG denotes principals send mes-

ages via SGP when CMT is detected, CMT-HR denotes the cluster-

ased approach, and BF denotes the naive approach – where all

redicate detection messages are sent to the sink individually. We

resent the observations for 3, 5 and 10 objects. As shown, when it

omes to multiple objects, the hierarchical clustering scheme does

ield significant communication savings – 2–3 times less overhead

han independent shortest path routing and 3–5 times than the

entralized approach. 

Fig. 5.7 illustrates our next set of observations, which is, how

he partition of the geographic region in grid-cells when forming

lusters affects the performance of the static hierarchical routing.

he purpose of this experiment is to validate the effectiveness of

he baseline. As shown, the larger the number of clusters (or, the

maller the area), the larger the communication expenses. This is

ue to the fact that the increase of the granularity of partitioning

ields a routing tree with more inner-layers. In addition, we ob-
erve (as expected) that the costs are increasing with the increase

f number of objects. 

.2.2. Dynamic data-centric routing 

Recall that the proposed dynamic aggregation scheme relies on

erging of the notifications “on the fly” in the relay nodes from

eporting tracking principals towards the sink based on a statistical

odel. Due to this, to ensure better validity of the observations,

e evaluated its performance against the baseline approach in the

ettings with 800 nodes and varying number of objects. 

We make the general observation that the dynamic combina-

ion of routing and aggregation yields substantially smaller com-

unication and energy savings than cluster-based hierarchical

outing if the number of objects are relatively small, since fresh-

ess parameter can be adjusted to reduce communication over-

ead by sacrificing occurrence notification delay. Fig. 5.8 shows the

otal message hops for both baseline (hierarchical) and data-centric

echniques. In addition, a log-linear regression has been fit to both

ata. As can be seen after 8–10 objects, data-centric scheme starts

o be more appealing since this technique thrives on merging

aths, which is very common as the number of objects increases.

s expected, static cluster-based approach shows a linear increase
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Fig. 5.8. Transmission overhead per number of objects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.1 

Load Balance. 

Approach \ Number of Objects 1 4 20 50 

Static 0 .76 1 .14 2 .49 4 .09 

Data-centric 0 .63 1 .38 2 .3 2 .58 
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over time. Note that, these experiments were done with freshness

parameter, γ , set to 100 s for static case, and 30 s to refresh USL

for data-centric case. Also the results show the total message hop

costs for 15 min with 5 s sampling interval and CMT-Cu as under-

lying motion trends protocol with � = 5 · SamplingInterval . 

Although the dynamic routing consumes more energy (or,

yields less savings when compared to the “independent” short-

est path based routing by individual principals) for fewer number

of objects than the baseline, it yields substantially smaller delays.

On the contrary, as the number of objects increases, greater than

15, freshness parameter should also increase for cluster-based ap-

proach in order to reduce communication expenditure when com-

pared to data-centric approach. Otherwise, for large number of ob-

jects data-centric scheme saves more transmission cost and aug-

ments less delay. 

A more direct comparison of the two routing and aggregation

methodologies in terms of delays is presented in Fig. 5.9 , which

compares the values of the average delays and the maximum de-

lays (each averaged across the different setups in terms of network

size and number of tracked objects), where HR denotes cluster-
Fig. 5.9. Relative comp
ased hierarchical routing scheme and DR denotes dynamic data-

entric routing scheme. 

Finally, we analyze nodes’energy distribution in the network for

he two approaches. Our performance metric is network-wide stan-

ard deviation of the remaining energy level percentage of the

odes. After 2 h of experimentation, Table 5.1 outlines the stan-

ard deviation difference between the approaches. Note that, the

ore the simulation runs the wider the gap will grow. Because

essage paths tend to be very similar with few number of objects

hile having many objects would distribute the network load more

venly. 

. Related work 

Most research on tracking in sensor networks has concentrated

n the movement of object in the free, with some more recent

orks on tracking objects in transportation network. Among the

orks in free space we can distinguish a number of approaches:

ree-based, topological (geometric) and predication-based [8,11] .

e can also classify the various methods based upon the types

f queries supported: find queries that request the location of a

articular object, range queries requesting the number of detected

bjects inside a given area and pattern queries, concerned with de-

ecting certain pattern of multiple target movement. 

The Drain-and-Balance (DAB) [34] was the first in-network ob-

ect tracking approach to make use of tree structure in order to

void query flooding and sending update messages directly to the

ink. However, the logical tree of [34] does not consider the phys-

cal structure of the sensor network. The tree structure proposed

n [40] is addressing these concerns by keeping at each node in-

ormation about of the all the objects in the subtree rooted at that

ode. Object location updates are triggering messages that travel

long this tree structure. Query flooding is avoided by using the

ree structure in a top-down search. It is assumed that mobility in-

ormation is available about the frequency of objects crossing be-

ween sensor nodes and this information is used to compute the
arison of delays. 
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eights of the edges in the graph G representing the Delaunay

riangulation of the sensor network. The DAT algorithm presented

n [40] computes a tracking tree which minimizes the hop count

n the graph G . While most of the work on maintaining tree track-

ng structures assume that the sink is located in the center or at

 corner of the wireless sensor network, this is not necessarily the

ptimal location for it. The algorithm proposed in [15] introduces

 tree structure where the sink is selected using a center of gravity

olicy. 

In the category of geometrical approaches we find

rail [33] which maintains for every detected object a track-

ng structure consisting of a list of segments from the detected

bject to the center of the network. The structure is maintained in

 distance sensitive fashion: moves of the mobile target cause only

artial updates in the tracking trail. The larger the move is the

reater the number of segments that need to be modified. Trail

upports queries that request the current location of an object by

ending explore messages that travel along circles of increasing

adii until they intersect the corresponding tracking structure.

eographic routing is then used to forward the query from the

ntersection point to the current location of the target by following

he child pointers in the trail. 

A unique geometrical approach is presented in [47] which al-

ows for tracking of targets which are individually identifiable as

ell as those without identifiers. This method maintains a func-

ion on the edges of the sensor network that is a co-vector field

ith respect to the target detection data. This function, denoted as

 differential one-form, has the property that its integral along a

urve C corresponds to the integral of the region bounded by C .

hen targets move from one face to an adjacent one the method

equires only updating the differential one-form for the edge com-

on to these faces. The differential forms support different type

f range queries, such as find requests or range queries. Finding a

arget with a known identity starting from a given position P is

erformed by using the differential form maintained for the tar-

et and issuing successive range queries for larger boxes centered

t P . Computing the number of targets in a given region is done

y summing up the values of the differential one-forms on all the

aces comprising the region. 

The approaches discussed so far track multiple objects by sup-

orting queries that count the number of objects in a range [47] or

y keeping track of the object identifiers in the various nodes of

he tracking tree [40] . Many applications require tracking of pat-

erns of movement associated with a group of objects [3] , for ex-

mple finding leadership patterns or detecting flocks of objects. A

ock ( n , k , p ) is defined as a set of n objects which for a time pe-

iod of k consecutive time units are all contained within a disk

f radius p . The first decentralized algorithm for flock detection

as reported in [35] . A different pattern of object movement is de-

cribed in [3] where the concept of leadership is defined. A mov-

ng target is considered to be a leader within a time interval if

t doesn’t follow any other targets during this interval and is fol-

owed by a sufficiently large number of objects. A distributed algo-

ithm for detecting leadership is given in [3] , where an object o j is

aid to follow object o i if o j belongs to a region to the front of o i .

 variation of the flocking algorithm is introduced in [48] , where

he semi-flocking pattern is introduced in order to strike a balance

etween robust area coverage and target coverage. 

A geometric approach to the problem of tracking a group

attern is taken in [62] where arbitrary patterns can be de-

ected by tracking the contour of the sensor readings above a

iven threshold. Although this problem can be reduced to that of

nding the holes in a network [19] , in a dynamic environment

here the targets move this is a rather inefficient approach. In-

tead, [62] presents a light weight algorithm which requires re-

omputation of a contour network constructed at time t using only
ocal neighborhood information of the places where the contour

rakes at some future time t + d. 

The category of prediction-based methods present integrated

pproaches for handling efficiently sleep scheduling and target

racking [11,31] . Most of the proposed methods fall into the cat-

gory of kinematics-based methods [31] that consider the motion

f vehicles that move in a smooth curvilinear trajectory without

brupt direction changes. One of the first schemes presented is

rediction-based Energy Scheme (PSE) [60] which attempts to pre-

ict the future movements of an object so that only the sensor

odes expected to discover the object at the next reporting pe-

iod need to stay active. The assumption is that the target positions

eed to be reported every T seconds to a sink by the alarm node

hat detects the target. PSE presents some simple models to predict

he location of the destination alarm node as well as a number

f heuristics to determine which nodes need to be awaken in its

eighborhood. MCTA [28] uses also vehicular kinematics in order

o restrict the set of awaken nodes during a given time interval to

hose that the target can visit based on its current position, speed,

irection as well as the vehicle turning time. 

The paper by [31] presents an elaborate protocol, called PPSS,

hich schedules the sleep patterns of the awakened nodes in-

ividually according to their distance and direction away from

he current motion state of the target. Compared to MCTA, PPSS

educes further the number of nodes to be awakened during a

ime period by combining a kinematics-based prediction step with

 probability-based prediction step which computes the scalar

isplacement and the deviation (polar angle). While the above

chemes are limited to single target detection, the algorithm intro-

uced in [30] presents an energy saving scheme that is aimed at

ultiple target prediction by taking into account the overlapping

reas of various alarm nodes broadcasts. 

Geometrical approaches have been used in conjunction

ith prediction-based methods. The DOT protocol presented

n [54] uses face routing in order to achieve power savings: only

he nodes adjacent to the beacon node in the current face need to

e awaken during the target detection phase. The tracking process

ncludes a second phase in which a mobile agent (the source) is

irected towards the current beacon, i.e., the sensor node that

s now closest to the target object. If the mobile source arrives

t the location of the current beacon and the target is still there

he process stops, i.e., the source catches the object. On the other

and, if the target has moved, the source is directed towards the

ext beacon node in the trail and this process continues until the

ources catches the object. 

As discussed earlier, most number of prediction-based meth-

ds are intended for vehicular movement, but they do not con-

ider explicitly the underlying transportation network. A number

f recent works have considered the problem of tracking moving

bjects in a transportation network [9,18] . Sensors capable of de-

ecting moving objects are embedded in a number of fixed loca-

ions in the transportation network, called checkpoints. The trans-

ortation network and the checkpoints induce a connectivity graph

hich shows which checkpoints are directly accessible from which

ther checkpoints. The tracking information is stored in local ta-

les maintained by the checkpoint nodes. In order to track the di-

ection of movement it is assumed that a method is available to

ecord at a given checkpoint the origin and destination of each

oving object being sensed. The local tables store at each check-

oint the movement events that occur on the edges of the con-

ectivity graph incident to that checkpoint. However, these track-

ng algorithms assume that all the checkpoints that are neighbors

n the connectivity graph are also connected in the communica-

ion graph. In the absence of this property, it is necessary to rely

n data mules to physically move information towards a given

ink [9] . 
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7. Concluding remarks and future work 

We have introduced two novel spatio-temporal predicates cap-

turing motion trends of a moving object with respect to a polyg-

onal region. While in both predicates the spatial motion-trend

property of interest is for the object to move towards a given re-

gion, their main difference is in the temporal dimension. Predicate

Continuously Moving Towards does not tolerate temporary changes

of the motion (e.g., from “towards” to “away”) within the time-

interval of interest. Instead, predicate Persistently Moving Towards

is more flexible in terms of direction-changes. Nevertheless, it pre-

sumes some lower-bound on the changes of direction to preserve

the direction trend in the temporal dimension, which can be ac-

cumulated in a discontinuous manner during the object’s motion.

In addition to‘moving towards’predicates, one can define/query the

inverse variants of the same predicates – interpreted as‘moving

away’. Their implementation is a straightforward extension to our

proposed algorithms. 

We have focused on the efficient detection of the satisfaction of

the two predicates at a given sink of the WSN, where the detec-

tion of the location of the moving object in a given time instant is

done by collaborative trilateration of the tracking sensors. We have

presented efficient distributed algorithms for in-network detection

of the predicates as part of the tracking process, where the sink

is only signaled a notification upon their occurrence. We have also

discussed policies for processing primitive ( location , time ) events

upon detection of the composite event defining the CMT and PMT

predicates. 

Our experiments have demonstrated that the proposed algo-

rithms bring substantial savings in terms of reducing the number

of messages that need to be communicated throughout the net-

work, when compared to the naïve approach which transmits ev-

ery detected location (along with its time-stamp) to the sink. Our

experiments have also shown that the communication overhead

for establishing the necessary partitioning of the network in terms

of the Voronoi cells of the polygonal regions of interest is not sig-

nificant. 

We have also extended our approach to the concurrent detec-

tion of motion trends for multiple objects within a given time-

interval of interest. We have proposed two approaches for data

aggregation—static (cluster-based) and dynamic—and we have ex-

perimentally evaluated the trade-offs between energy efficiency

and latency of detection at the sink. 

As part of future work, we plan to further investigate how the

semantics of the problem domain and the expected quality of ser-

vice may affect the trade-offs between energy efficiency of the

communication, data savings, and latency. 

Currently, we are extending our approaches in two directions:

(1) we would like to propose an efficient scheme for handling mul-

tiple queries – both in terms of the number of regions of interests,

as well as the predicates. For example, when considering CMT mult ,

if there is also a predicate CMA mult processed in-network, a partic-

ular aggregator node may combine the results of the two counters

in order to further speed-up the respective detections. (2) we also

plan to handle the detection of motion trends for groups of ob-

jects moving closely together, as in the case of a flock of trajectories

(see, e.g., [55] ). There are few other challenges that we would like

to address in the future as extensions of this work. First, we plan

to modify the existing algorithms so that the epoch-based synchro-

nized operation of the nodes can be taken into account, along with

the corresponding policies for selecting tracking principals. Next,

we would like to investigate the impact of having heterogeneous

network settings where, in addition to static nodes, there are also

mobile nodes [38] . 

Another problem to work on in the future is to make the area of

interest a moving region rather than a static one, and even further
xtend the settings to incorporate deformable mobile shapes. This

xtension will make our work suitable for a broader set of real-life

pplications such as tracking tornados or any other object which

oes not have a constant shape over time. 

Finally, we are planning to investigate different aspects of col-

aboration among static and mobile nodes when detecting motion

rends for multiple objects. To this end, we are planning to build

pon some recent findings in variants of the pursuer-evader prob-

em in WSN [23,58] 
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